This research is concerned with the practical use of real-time location systems (RTLSs) in complex manufacturing processes. Starting from the case example of an RFID-based RTLS implementation in a semiconductor fab, we investigate the value of RTLS information on the locations of physical objects in a production system to the problem of efficient job scheduling. For this purpose, we develop a simplified simulation model that captures the main characteristics of the real manufacturing process and propose a set of RTLS-enabled dispatching rules. Our results indicate that the use of RTLS technology provides the opportunity for new levels of process visibility and control in comparison to conventional material-tracking systems. The benefits that can be drawn from the technology include not only an overall acceleration of the existing process but also an additional efficiency gain through novel dispatching rules that take into account real-time information on the logistic processes on the shop floor. r
1. Introduction
Practical relevance
The technologies of radio frequency identification (RFID) enjoy an enormous interest at the current time, not only from the standpoint of research but also from corporate practice. Enterprises from diverse industries are hoping for solutions to a wide range of management problems through RFID, from simple increases in processing efficiency for the receipt and dispatch of goods in distribution centres through to improvements in goods availability on the shelves and on to the struggle against shrinkage and product counterfeiting. While the current interest has its base mostly in the advantages of RFID as a technology for automatic identification in comparison with the classical barcode, its very specific characteristics as a radio technology make possible a range of applications for which the barcode appears to be completely unsuitable. An example for the latter class of applications is the implementation of real-time location systems (RTLSs) that make use of RFID signal strength measurements or other sensor information to locate arbitrary physical objects within a given area (Borriello et al., 2005; Hazas et al., 2004; Sorensen, 2003) . In contrast to a sequence of discrete identification events generated by a conventional tracking system, a RTLS provides a continuous stream of location data, which offers the opportunity to visualize and control even weakly structured processes with low automation levels in real time (Piggin and Brandt, 2006) . However, the number of research contributions that concern themselves with these issues is still very limited.
Against this background, our contribution investigates the benefits of RTLS use in production logistics. This research is motivated by the authors' experiences with the deployment of an RFID-based RTLS at Infineon Technologies, one of the largest semiconductor manufacturers in the world. Semiconductor wafer fabrication facilities (''wafer fabs'') are characterized by heterogeneous parallel machines, a mix of different product types, re-entrant process flows and prescribed customer due dates of the orders (Yan et al., 2000) . To address these issues, a range of highly automated transportation systems solutions are being used in practice whose concept mostly addresses the needs of large fabs with relatively static processes, limited product range and high-volume production. In contrast to that, Infineon also operates several fabs that require more flexible, operator-centric automation approaches because of their stronger customer orientation, the large number of varying production processes and frequent rearrangements of the fab's machineries and other technical equipment. For this reason, the company decided to implement a RTLS that combines the flexibility of manual production processes with the high level of visibility and control of conventional automation technologies. The main goals of the project were decreased cycle times, complete prevention of handling faults, as well as the reduction of non-value-adding activities.
Research question and methodology
The aim of this paper is to provide an analysis of the practical benefits of location information in the context of complex production systems. To address this issue, we consider a stylized model of a reentrant manufacturing process, which abstracts the main characteristics of a production system as can be found in wafer fabs. Furthermore, we develop a set of dispatching rules that make use of RTLS data and compare their performance with conventional heuristics via simulation. The underlying hypothesis of this research is that the benefits of RTLS use are twofold: on the one hand, it is evident that precise location information may help to accelerate existing processes by reducing inefficient search activities and their negative impact on overall process performance. On the other hand, we assume that location information can also serve as a foundation for novel dispatching heuristics that further optimize the scheduling of production lots with regard to various performance indicators, e.g. mean cycle time, machine utilization and others.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we provide an overview of related work on dispatching heuristics that are used in semiconductor manufacturing and similar industries. In the following section, we describe the example of a real-world implementation of an RFID-based RTLS for process control in a wafer fab. In order to obtain a better understanding of the impact of the enhanced process visibility resulting from a RTLS, we continue with a description of our simulation model and an analysis of our experimental results. The paper closes with a discussion of the contribution's managerial implications and suggestions for further research.
Related work on dispatching rules
Techniques used for job scheduling have a significant impact on the performance of semiconductor wafer fabrication (Wein, 1988) . Most approaches to the semiconductor manufacturing scheduling problem can be classified into four categories: heuristic dispatching rules, mathematical programming techniques, neighbourhood search methods and artificial intelligence techniques (Gupta and Sivakumar, 2006) . While some manufacturers are already using more advanced scheduling procedures, the most common approach to production control problems in practice is still the use of dispatching rules (Dabbas and Fowler, 2003; Rose, 2003) . These rules are used to decide what job to schedule next when a machine becomes available. Surveys of such rules can be found in Holthaus and Rajendran (1997) , Jain and Meeran (1999) , Johri (1993) and Rajendran and Holthaus (1999) . Blackstone et al. (1982) conduct a study on widely used dispatching rules. They develop four categories that apply well to the dispatching rules used in the semiconductor industry today. The categories are: strategies involving processing time; strategies involving due dates; strategies involving neither processing times nor due dates (simple); strategies involving two or more of the first three classes (combined).
Shortest processing time (SPT) is an example of a strategy involving processing time and a widely used benchmark rule. SPT ranks lots waiting for a resource according to their processing time at this particular resource. Earliest due date (EDD) is an example of the second category that is also widely used, both in real-life shops as well as in theoretical studies. First in first out (FIFO) is an example of the third category that performs substantially the same as random selection with respect to mean cycle time or mean lateness. Category four denotes combinations of the above-mentioned rules, e.g. in the form of an SPT strategy that switches to FIFO for long waiting queues.
Heuristic rules have strong advantages in that these are easy to understand, easy to apply and require relatively little computing time. The primary disadvantage is that these tend to be myopic in time and space, i.e. they usually use only local information for decision making (Gupta and Sivakumar, 2006) . The performance measures that are commonly used to evaluate rules include cycle time (or flow time), machine utilization, throughput rates and inventory levels. Of all these, cycle time is considered a key performance criterion since reducing the cycle time can improve market responsiveness and reduce the inventory level of manufacturing systems such as semiconductor manufacturing (Sivakumar, 1999; Nazzal et al., 2006) .
While a large body of research on job scheduling for minimizing cycle times has been published in the past decades, research has only recently focused on the intermediate transport process. Traditional studies of semiconductor manufacturing usually do not regard inter-arrival times at all or model them as an exponentially distributed random variable. Owing to the rise of automated material handling systems (AMHS) in recent years, the control of the transport process now plays an increasingly important role in both theoretical studies and manufacturing practice. Examples of AMHS are automated guided vehicles, overhead hoist transport and continuous flow transport through the use of conveyors (Nazzal and Bodner, 2003) . Kuo and Huang (2006) as well as Christopher et al. (2005) , for instance, provide analyses of different AMHS dispatching rules, e.g. the nearest job first rule, which selects the nearest lot that waits for transport.
No significant body of published research appears to exist addressing the application of RTLS and similar technologies to manual transport processes in wafer fabs and other complex production systems that are carried out by human operators who are responsible for wafer processing. In this setting, job scheduling at the machine is influenced by the transport process and vice versa, i.e. our analysis investigates machine dispatching rules that make use of location information to improve performance indicators such as the mean cycle time. In contrast to highly automated production systems, the information on a lot's position in the fab is not available due to process standardization and automation technology, but rather due to the use of a RTLS.
Case example
In this section, we present the example of a realworld implementation of a RTLS that has been in use for more than 2 years in one of Infineon Technologies' wafer fabs and was recently implemented in two other fabs in Europe and Asia. We first give an overview of the difficulties of wafer manufacturing and continue with the system's functionality and practical experiences.
Characteristics of fab processes
The manufacturing of integrated circuits on silicon wafers is a highly complex manufacturing process (Atherton and Atherton, 1995; Dabbas and Fowler, 2003; Johri, 1993; Uzsoy et al., 1992) . The production of a medium complexity circuit, for example, requires between 250 and 500 process steps on 50-120 different types of equipment (Mo¨nch et al., 2006) . Furthermore, the production process of circuits requires an extremely clean manufacturing area, i.e. usually the production of circuits takes place in cleanroom environments. The increasingly important production of application-specific circuits is additionally characterized by a wide range of product types and the growing demand to meet due dates (Mittler and Scho¨mig, 1999) .
In a typical wafer fab, machines of the same type are usually grouped into work centres. A lot visits a work centre more than once, in fact up to 20 times (Mittler and Scho¨mig, 1999) . The process flow shows a cyclic pattern with lots of material being at different stages of processing, which join in front of this work centre and fork after it, contending with each other for service at this centre. A manufacturing system having this feature is called a re-entrant line (Bispo and Tayur, 2001 ). Most semiconductor facilities use a job-shop layout for ease of equipment installation, maintenance and flexibility to accommodate process flow changes. This layout configuration and the above-mentioned existence of re-entrant flow cause lots to travel long distances within a relatively small cleanroom area during the process cycle (Pierce and Stafford, 1994) .
The fab that we consider in the following is the headquarter of Infineon's Automotive and Industrial Business Group. The unit develops and produces components primarily for use in cars, such as engine management, transmission control, comfort and safety management, and infotainment. The fab operates 24/7 with 2000 employees and manufactures about 800 different products at a total volume of 10 billion chips/year. Owing to the enormous variety of processes, production lots are not transported using AMHS, but carried manually from one of the 600 machines to another. For this purpose, lots are kept in plastic boxes, the so-called ''Front Opening Unified Pods'' (FOUPs), which contain a wafer cassette that holds up to 25 silicon wafers. These boxes are stored on metal shelves everywhere in the clean room before and after processing. In this manner, an average of about 400 production steps are processed per lot before the integrated circuits can eventually be tested (cf. Fig. 1 ). The size of the cleanroom area is about 10,000 m 2 . In the past, in Infineon's fab, the actual production procedure in a single machine was controlled by the central manufacturing execution system (MES), whereas the intermediate transport process was largely intransparent to the system. Therefore, the correct sequence of production steps could not be properly controlled, which was the root cause for faults during lot processing and unnecessary search times. In some cases operators could not carry out ARTICLE IN PRESS the MES's scheduling plan at all since some lots could not be found in time. As a result, operators had to rearrange processing orders on their own account, which had a negative influence on cycle times. Against this background, Infineon Technologies decided to equip the fab with a RTLS in order to make a lot's entire production process visible and thus controllable.
RTLS deployment
In the first project phase, a suitable identification and tracking technology had to be selected. In the case of production lot tracking in a chip fab's clean room, several requirements and constraints had to be taken into account, e.g. the fact that walls, floors and ceilings in the fab are made of metal that can complicate RF communications and also generate electromagnetic reflections. It became clear that the trade-off between high location accuracy and high communication rate together with a large number of wafer carriers could only be resolved by a combination of radio frequency and ultrasound technologies. Active RFID was selected as the foundation for the desired solution mainly because of the battery requirements and communication performance. Owing to insoluble problems with electromagnetic reflections, ultrasound sensors were selected for finegrained tracking.
In the resulting solution concept, ultrasound emitters on the ceiling periodically send a signal that is received by active RFID transponders, which are equipped with ultrasound sensors. The tags calculate the time of flight for all received signals and store these values in their read/write memory. RFID controllers read this data and the lot's identification number from the tags and transfer them to a central server that generates location information for all objects in the system. The server, again, continuously transfers lot locations to the fab's MES. Furthermore, it is responsible not only for lateration calculations but also for plausibility checks and other filtering procedures that guarantee a high level of data quality.
Practical use
Production processes in the fab are organized by means of dispatch lists that contain all waiting lots that must be processed in a specific type of machine ordered by priority. Operators can select the lot they wish to process next directly on screen. The RTLS provides information on its position (e.g. ''Aisle A, 2.7 m'') and the operator can make a LED on the transponder blink so that the carrier can be found very easily. The system also detects whether a wafer carrier is currently at rest or moving, i.e. the operator can decide whether he should wait for the lot to arrive or actively search for it. The operator then picks up the wafer carrier and brings it to a machine. He opens the FOUP, puts the wafer cassette into the machine and starts the processing step. When the processing has finished, the operator takes the cassette out of the machine and puts it back into the carrier. The system automatically moves the lot to another dispatch list. Then the operator puts the box on a shelf where it waits to be transported to another machine.
All in all, location visibility of lots in the fab has increased from 65% to 100%. The current installation comprises 100 controller devices and more than 1000 RTLS transponders that generate about 3 billion distance measurement messages per day. This huge amount of data is processed and leads to 270 million location data sets. Since the system only publishes position changes that exceed a configurable threshold, the net total of positions delivered to its client systems is 500,000 per day. The time lag between physical movement and the corresponding position message is about 30 s. While ultrasound tracking basically allows for a location accuracy of about 75 cm under laboratory conditions, the productive system reaches only 730 cm. This is owing to the dynamic production environment with several moving people and objects that cause ultrasonic reflections and slightly incorrect distance measurements that are not recognized by the system's plausibility checks. Other factors are background noise from machines that generate noise in the ultrasonic spectrum and discrepancies between reference coordinates in the system database and the real positions of ultrasound emitters.
Simulation model
The case of Infineon's RTLS implementation is an example of a complex manufacturing process that is supported by real-time information on the location of physical assets. Although the benefit of lot location information in this production system is rather evident, it does not provide answers to the question to what extent RTLS technology bears the potential of enabling novel scheduling approaches since the system in the Infineon case is only used to accelerate an existing process. It is against this background that we present a scaled down and simplified model for discrete event-based simulation in this section to test the performance of RTLS-enabled dispatching rules in comparison to traditional heuristics.
Simulation has been the main tool used in research to test different operational decisions in fabs. The reasons for this are the intractability of detailed analytical models of the manufacturing process, the uncertainties inherent in the process itself and the steady improvement in computer technology which makes building simulation models easier and reduces the computational expense of the resulting models (Uzsoy et al., 1992; Kuhl and Laubisch, 2004; Zhou, 1999) . In contrast to previous works, we explicitly model the manual transport to a machine as part of a lot's manufacturing process. Owing to the highly individual nature of an operator's behaviour and the lack of precise data on the lot transport process before the RTLS was implemented, parts of the model are approximations based on first-hand experience in the clean room and interviews with operators.
Model formulation
We consider a production system with G machine groups and M g machines per group, g 2 f1 ; . . . ; Gg. All machines in a group are identical and can perform the same processing steps, whereas machines from different groups are not interchangeable. Each machine m of group g has its individual coordinate p gm in the system m 2 f1; . . . ; Mg. A machine is surrounded by a number of storage shelves within radius R that are used to store waiting lot carriers between two processing steps. Every machine group has its own entry queue filled with lots that are waiting to be processed at one of the machines in this particular group. The control input policy used in our simulations is ''constant WIP'' (Wein, 1988) , where the amount of work in progress in the system is kept constant and new lots are started only as others are completed. L max denotes the maximum number of lots in the system.
A particular lot l comprises S different processing steps. By definition, every lot starts at machine group 1, followed by groups 2, 3 and so on. Thus, machine group 1 is visited S G AE Ç times and lots at different stages in their manufacturing cycle compete with each other for the same machines.
Step s of lot l is defined by the processing duration d ls and the required machine group h ls ¼ ððs À 1Þ mod SÞ þ 1; s 2 f1; . . . ; Sg. If TR l and TC l denote the time when lot l is released into the system and when it is completed, the total time that the lot spends in a waiting queue or in transit from one machine to another is given by
If a processing step s À 1 has ended, lot l is transported to a shelf that belongs to the nearest machine m of group h ls . At this point in time, the lot has not yet been assigned to a specific machine, i.e. machine m is not necessarily the one that the lot will be processed at next. The coordinate of the lot on that shelf is given by q ls , with jp h ls m À q ls jpR. The greater the R, the more chaotically are the lots stored in the fab.
As in the real world, lot positions are not known to operators in the fab in advance. In fact, they look for lot carriers with the aid of a RTLS. The system's output for an arbitrary lot position q ls in the system is given by
q ls ; g ¼ 0;
where v denotes the mapping function that locates the lot depending on the RTLS's location accuracy g. The smaller the g, the more the accuracy with which the tracking system locates objects. g ¼ 0 m denotes the state of perfect visibility, i.e. the system provides the exact coordinate of any object in the system. g ¼ 2 m, for instance, denotes a location accuracy of 71 m. The RTLS would accordingly map a lot with coordinates x ¼ 1.3 m and y ¼ 4.3 m onto coordinates x* ¼ 2.0 m and y* ¼ 4.0 m. Whenever a machine in the system becomes available, the operator starts his search for the highest ranked lot on the dispatch list and transports it to the machine. Our approximation of the transport process in the model is divided into three phases (cf. Fig. 2 ). In the first phase, the operator walks along a straight line from the machine to the position provided by the RTLS. If w denotes the operator's walking speed, this phase takes jvðq ls ; gÞ À p gm j w 
While this transport process might seem very simplistic at first glance, it nevertheless features the characteristics of a real search that we are interested in within the context of our analysis. On the one hand, the duration for a straight walk to a known position increases linearly with the distance. On the other hand, the time to search a particular area increases quadratically with its radius. The location accuracy of the tracking system has therefore a significant impact on the efficiency of the transport process.
Dispatching rules
The purpose of our model is to test the performance of RTLS-enabled dispatching rules and to compare them with conventional rules that do not make use of any location information. Owing to the broad range of different rules that can be found in academic contributions, we focus on a small selection of rules that can often be found in practice, namely the classical FIFO rule as well as two other rules that prioritize lots based on processing times. Furthermore, we present a novel rule that makes use of estimated transport times. By the end of the section, we also discuss the combination of location information with other rules.
FIFO/-
This rule is an adaptation of the well-known FIFO rule, which simply ignores the fact that transport times can be long if the operator has no information on a lot's current location. Under this rule, the operator always processes the highest ranked lot even if he has to search the entire shop floor to obtain it. 
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FIFO/NV
This rule is another adaptation of the FIFO rule, but, in contrast to FIFO/-, it takes into account that lot locations are not known to the operator. Under the FIFO/NV rule, the operator first searches shelves within radius R that are associated to the available machine and selects the highest ranked lot that he finds. The operator extends his search only if no lot could be found in the first search.
FIFO/V
This rule is a third FIFO adaptation, but, in contrast to the previous two variants, FIFO/V makes use of location information provided by a RTLS. Under this rule, the operator gets the location of the first lot in the waiting queue from the RTLS and brings it to the available machine for processing according to the described transport process.
SPT/V
SPT/V equals the classic SPT rule with additional visibility over lot locations, i.e. the lots in the waiting queue are ordered by their processing time at the particular machine. Analogously to FIFO/V, the operator gets the location of the highest ranked lot in the queue from the RTLS and brings it to the machine for processing according to the described transport process. Conway and Maxwell (1962) note that the SPT rule can lead to extraordinarily long waiting times for individual jobs. Therefore, SPT/V is based on a truncated SPT rule (Fry et al., 1988 ) that switches to FIFO/V for lots with long waiting times.
SRPT/V
This rule is another example of a rule that prioritizes lots by their processing times. In contrast to SPT/V, this rule considers not only a lot's following processing step but also the entire sequence of remaining steps. The operator selects the lot with the shortest remaining processing time and brings it to the available machine according to the described transport process. Analogously to SPT/V, SRPT/V switches to FIFO/V for lots with long waiting times.
STT/V
The STT/V rule is not an adaptation of any conventional rule, but rather relies on estimated transport times t 0 that can be calculated as follows: t 0 ðq ls ; p gm ; gÞ ¼ 2 jvðq ls ; gÞ À p gm j w .
For g ¼ 0, the estimation evidently equals the real transport time. The operator selects the lot with the shortest transport time and brings it to the machine for processing according to the described transport process. Analogously to SPT/V, STT/V switches to FIFO/V for lots with long waiting times.
SRPT/V+
This rule is a combination of SRPT/V and STT/V. In contrast to SRPT/V, this rule ranks lots by the sum of their remaining processing times and their estimated transport time:
i.e. the rule tends to prefer lots that are likely to be located close to the available machine in order to avoid long transport processes.
Other rules
The use of location information with other dispatching rules is relatively straightforward and follows the same pattern as the above-mentioned RTLS-enabled rules. EDD/V (EDD), for instance, would prioritize lots by the sum of the lot's estimated transport time and the respective due date. CR/V (critical ratio) would accordingly consider the ratio between a lot's remaining processing time and the remaining available time minus the transport time.
Experimental results
In this section, we present results of a series of simulation experiments that we conducted with the proposed dispatching rules. Our simulation model was implemented in C#.NET and tested with alternative pseudo-random generators to make sure that the built-in generator does not lead to bias in the simulation results. The statistical analysis was done with MS Access and MS Excel.
The summary of our results starts with the base case given in Table 1 and continues with a sensitivity analysis of various model parameters. In order to reduce complexity and prevent excessive running times, the values were chosen to equal about 1/10 of the characteristics of a real fab.
We assume that the duration of a processing step d ls is normally distributed. Furthermore, we assume that storage shelves are uniformly distributed across a machine's environment within radius R, which is an approximation based on our observations in the clean room. The same holds for the values that characterize the operator's search process, which are estimations as well.
The dimensions of the simulated production system in the base case are 40 Â 20 m 2 (cf. Fig. 3 ). Since the maximum distance between two arbitrary machines in the fab is ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 40 2 þ 20 2 p ¼ 44:72 and the maximum distance between a storage shelf and a machine is R ¼ 5, it is evident that location accuracies g449:72 have no effect on the performance of our system. Therefore, our simulations for different g are limited to the interval [0, 50] .
The wafer fab is a non-terminating production system and to simulate it accurately a warm-up period should be allowed. At the beginning of a simulation run, we fill the system with the first L max lots and release additional lots only if another lot is completed. The sample size was set to 1000 jobs. Based on the technique developed by Welch (1983) , we decided to truncate the first 2L max lots in order to make sure that our sample reflects the system in a steady state. Furthermore, the system was kept in a steady state until every lot of the 1000 lots had left it to avoid the problem of ''censored data'' (Blackstone et al., 1982) . We ran 30 replications for each parameter setting.
Impact of RTLS accuracy
In the first step of our analysis, we separately investigate the impact of process visibility on a lot's waiting, transport and processing time on the basis of the three FIFO rules. We ran simulations of the FIFO/V rule for different RTLS accuracies 0pgp50 and used FIFO/-and FIFO/NV as a benchmark. The results are depicted in Fig. 4 .
It is evident from the structure of our model that lot dispatching has no influence on a lot's processing times and remains constant for different g since all machines of a particular group are identical. In contrast to that, transport times are significantly improving with better RTLS accuracies. Over and above, the substantial decrease of waiting times that leads to dramatically reduced total cycle times. This result can be explained by the fact that machines are blocked for other lots while the operator looks for one specific lot carrier. Thus, the reduction of a lot's transport times has the same impact on cycle times as a decrease of processing times, and eventually leads to a reduction of waiting times for all succeeding lots in the queue. An overview of simulation results of waiting, transport and processing times for various g is given in Table 2 .
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Comparison of RTLS-enabled rules
In the second step of our analysis, we compared the performance of the five RTLS-enabled dispatching rules. As depicted in Fig. 5 , location accuracies of at least about 72 m are necessary to outperform the FIFO/NV rule; gX8 m even leads to worse results than the rudimentary FIFO/-rule, i.e. a RTLS with bad location accuracy leads to less efficient process performance than no visibility at all.
A more detailed overview of simulation results is given in Table 3 . Besides the mean cycle time, we also consider the mean machine utilization ratio as a second performance indicator that is defined as follows: mean processing time mean transport time þ mean processing time .
As can be seen from these results, the combination of processing and transport times in the form of the SRPT/V+ rule achieves the best performance with regard to cycle times. For g ¼ 0, this rule significantly outperforms FIFO/V, with 47.67% vs. 51.42% in comparison to FIFO/-. However, the better average values come with the disadvantage of more variance. In contrast to that, STT/V achieves the best results with regard to machine utilization. Owing to the fact that STT/V aims to minimize transport times, it minimizes a machine's idle times as well. For g ¼ 0, this rule (98.92%) outperforms both FIFO/V (97.18%) and SRTP/V+(97.43%). 
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Sensitivity analysis
In the third step, we conducted a sensitivity analysis in order to obtain a better understanding of the positive or negative influence of particular model parameters on the performance of RTLSenabled dispatching rules. We consider both fabspecific (fab layout, fab size, distance between machines and shelves) as well as lot-specific parameters (work in progress, number of processing steps and variance processing times). We tested each parameter setting with the three FIFO rules and the best-performing rule from the base case, i.e. SRPT/V+.
Fab layout
In order to investigate the influence of machine positions, we developed four additional fab layouts that differ from the original layout (Fab Type A) in the base case (cf. Fig. 6 ). Type B denotes a transposed version of Type A with larger distances between identical machines and smaller distances between machine groups. Type C denotes a fab with clustered machine groups. In contrast to that, Type D includes clusters with one machine of each group. Lastly, Type E denotes a random layout that we generated for each replication.
The results of our simulations with different fab layouts are summarized in Table 4 . As one can see, Type B leads to a worse performance of the FIFO/-rule since the operator has to travel longer distances in his search for a particular lot, whereas the results for the other rules remain virtually constant. In contrast to that, Type C leads to much better results for FIFO/-due to the small distance between identical machines. For the same reason, FIFO/NV performs even worse than FIFO/-since the rule forces the operator to concentrate on one machine 
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Fab size
A second parameter that we considered in our sensitivity analysis was the total fab size. It is evident from the search process that larger areas favour RTLS-enabled rules. This expectation is confirmed by the results in Table 5 .
Work in progress
Table 6 summarizes our simulation results for different values of L max . The figures indicate that the number of lots that are processed simultaneously in the production system have virtually no influence on the relative advantage of the RTLSenabled rules over FIFO/-. In contrast to that, FIFO/NV improves with decreasing L max because the operator more often finds the highest prioritized lot near the available machine if waiting queues are small.
Distance between machines and shelves
Radius R can be interpreted as a parameter that determines how chaotically lot carriers are stored on the fab area. Large values of R indicate that the operator has to search larger areas in order to find a specific lot that is assigned to a particular machine. As the results in Table 7 indicate, the two RTLSenabled rules can cope much better with chaotic behaviour than their conventional counterparts, whereas FIFO/NV performs significantly worse for increasing R.
Processing time
In order to investigate the influence of the variance of processing times, we ran simulations for different s ranging from 30 s to 2 min. Our results indicate that these parameter changes have no significant influence on process performances at all.
Processing steps
We conducted simulations for different values of S in order to verify whether the number of processing steps has any influence on process performance indicators. As expected, the results show that cycle times grow linearly with S, whereas the relative differences between the rules remain virtually constant. The only observable effect that could be found was a slight but not significant improvement of SRPT/V+ for a small number of processing steps.
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Conclusions and outlook
Conventional tracking systems on the foundation of barcode labels, RFID transponders or other auto-id technologies have been successfully used in transportation and production logistics for many years (see Roberti (2005) for an example of an RFID-based tracking system in a wafer fab). The practical application of these systems presumes that the respective business processes are adequately standardized and sometimes also requires the implementation of additional automation technology. In contrast to that, location systems provide seamless information on the physical world even if processes are highly unstructured and supported by little or no automation. The case of Infineon Technologies provides a practical example of such an application area with many process and product variants, extensive manual activities and a large number of physical objects in a complex production system.
The managerial implications that can be drawn from our research are twofold. Firstly, we have shown that-depending on the technology's capabilities in the form of different location accuracies-the use of a RTLS can lead to significant improvements with regard to process performance indicators such as cycle time, machine utilization, etc. Companies interested in the implementation of a RTLS must be aware of the trade-off between the potential benefits of process visibility and the costs of hardware components and system integration. The Infineon case is an example of a closed-loop process in a high-tech industry that is used for substantial investments in new technologies, i.e. the costs of RTLS technology play a minor role in comparison to the value of the tracked goods. Other companies with different applications will in many cases come to the conclusion that coarse-grained location information at lower costs makes more sense to their requirements from an economical perspective. Secondly, our research indicates that the potential of RTLS technology is not limited to process acceleration, but rather includes the opportunity to develop entirely new heuristics for process control that were not feasible before.
Beyond the above-mentioned operational aspects, RTLS technology can also be of strategic relevance since it offers the unique opportunity of combining the flexibility of unguided manual processes with the process control capabilities of traditional automation technology. Production flexibility in the form of the ability to coordinate and to control a broad number of process variants at low costs poses an important strategic advantage in a highly competitive and customer-driven market. In the case of Infineon's RTLS implementation, a lot of training and change management was necessary to exploit the benefits of the integration of the enriched information quality of an accurate, reliable position of each lot with the existing manufacturing system. First, operators had to learn how to use the system in their working environment. Second, a lot of time had to be spent on optimizing logistics processes and adjusting the entire production automation system.
Our results could be a starting point for future research in various directions. On the one hand, the effects that we have observed need to be verified with the use of more complex models of various types of production systems. On the other hand, we see great potential in the development of process control procedures that make use of identification technologies, location sensing and other sensor data on the physical processes on the shop floor. Not least, models for economical evaluation are needed in order to make substantiated decisions on the value of location accuracy that could justify the investments in a technical object-tracking infrastructure.
